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ABSTRACT 
A shuflle is the horizontal interchange of a pair of blocks of the same size in a 
matrix. A general algorithm using row reduction and shuffles was first introduced by 
Luenberger, and then used by Anstreicher and Rothblum to give an algorithm to 
compute generalized nullspaces. We present a new, concise proof of this shuffle 
algorithm, and show how the shuffle algorithm can be used in deriving the Jordan 
blocks for a square matrix with known eigenvalues. 
INTRODUCTION 
A general shuflle algorithm was first introduced by D. G. Luenberger [3], 
and ingeniously used by K. M. Anstreicher and U. G. Rothblum [l] to give an 
algorithm to compute the generalized nullspace of a square matrix and the 
Drazin inverse. A new, concise proof of the main theorem of [l] is presented 
here. The shuffle algorithm is then used to find bases for the generalized 
eigenspaces of a square matrix T whose eigenvalues are known. Finally we 
describe a simple algorithm to compute an invertible matrix P such that 
PTP- ’ is in Jordan form. 
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1. THE SHUFFLE ALGORITHM 
Let A be an n X n matrix over a field F, and let Z be the n X n identity 
matrix. Reduce the augmented matrix [A I] by elementary row operations to 
M, := A, 
0 
4 
C, I 
in row reduced echelon form, where 0 is the zero matrix; A 1, B,, C,, and 0 
are all blocks with n columns; and A, has full row rank. Let 
Al Bl 
[ 1 Cl 0 
be the shufIle of M,, where a shufile is the horizontal interchange of a pair of 
blocks of the same size. The algorithm proceeds as follows. 
SHUFFLE ALGORITHM. 
Put m := 1; 
While C, has at least one row 
output c,; Am 4 
shufIleM,= o 
[ 1 c , and reduce the resulting matrix, Am kn .?I [ 1 c m 0 to 
row reduced echelon form M, + 1 := 
[ 
A,+, %+I o 
%+I 1 , where A,+1 has 
full row rank and n columns; 
m := m + 1; 
Let F(“) denote the vector space of n-tuples over F. Denote the left null 
spaceofA” for m=O,l,... by U, := (v E F(“) ] VA” = 0). The main result in 
[l] is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Fureachm>l, therowsofmatrices C,,C,,...,C, form 
a basisfor U,,,. 
proof. From the description of the algorithm there must exist invertible 
n x n matrices Q,,, Q1,. . . such that 
&[A I]= “d [ 1 E1 1 (1) 
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We first prove by induction that for each m 2 1 
Observe first that for m = 1, (3) follows from (1) (both sides are equal to 
Q,A). Assume next that (3) holds for some m > 1, and observe that this gives 
C,A” = 0. It follows from (2) and (3) that 
This proves the induction step, and shows that (3) holds for all m > 1. Note 
that since C,A” = 0 for each m, the rows of Cl, C,, . , . , C, all lie in U,, the 
nullspace of A”. 
We use induction next to show that the rows of Cl, C,, . . . , C, form a 
linearly independent set. This is true for m = 1 from (1) because the rows of 
Qa are linearly independent. Assume that the result is true for some m > 1. 
The consecutive matrices in the following list are row equivalent: 
rA I 
Cl 0 
G 0 
G 0 
. . 
. . 
d,, b 
Al Bl 
0 Cl 
Cl 0 
G2 0 . . . . 
c, 0 
A, 4 
cc2 0 
0 Cl 
0 G2 
CL3 0 
. . . . . . 
Al Bl A2 52 
Cl 0 0 c2 
0 Cl 0 Cl 
N - c, 0 c, 0 
. . . . . . . . 
c,, 0 c, 0 
N . . . N 
A VI%+1 B m+l 
0 crl+1 
0 Cl 
0 c, ’ 
0 c, 
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Since, from the hypothesis on the Ci, the first of these matrices clearly has 
full row rank, the last matrix also has full row rank. Thus the rows of the 
matrices C1,C2,...,Cm+l are linearly independent, and the induction step 
has been proved. 
To show that the rows of C,, C,, . . , C, form a basis for U, it remains to 
prove that they span U,,,. It suffices to prove that the number rk of rows of 
C, equals dim( U, / U, _ , ), where U, / U,_ 1 denotes, as usual, the quotient 
space. We proceed by induction on k. For k = 1 the rows of A, form a basis 
for the row space V of A, and r1 = n - dimV = dim U, as required. Assume 
that the rows of C,,C,,..., C, form a basis of U, for some k 2 1. The shuflle 
algorithm ensures that the rows of A, + 1 form a basis for V + U, and so 
r k+l=n-dim(V+Uk) 
=(n-dimV)-dimUk+dim(VnUk) 
=dimU,-dimUk+dim(VnUUk). (4) 
Multiplication by A gives the linear mapping v * VA on U,, i with kernel 
U,. The image is V f7 U,, since clearly U,, ,A c V fl U,; and conversely, if 
w E V n U,., then w = VA, where vAk+’ = wAk = 0, and so v E Uk+i. Thus 
dimU,+dim(VnUk)=dimUk+,, 
and hence, it follows from (4) that 
r k+l=dimUk+l -dimUk =dim(Uktl/Uk), 
which proves the induction step. This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
REMARK 1.2. An immediate consequence of this theorem is that Cm+ 1 
will have no rows (and A,,,+i = I) if and only if U, = U,“+,; let 4 be the 
smallest such value of tn. Since U,,, c F’“’ and Uk C Uk+ 1 for k < q, there- 
fore 9 < n and the shufile algorithm terminates after at most n steps. 
2. THE JORDAN BLOCKS 
Let T be a square matrix, whose eigenvalues are assumed known. We 
shall show how the shuffle algorithm can be used to construct an invertible 
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matrix P such that PTP-’ is in Jordan canonical form. The primary problem 
is to construct a suitable basis for each of the generalized eigenspaces for T. 
Let A be an eigenvalue for T. Set A := T - AZ, and apply the shuffle 
algorithm to A, where Vi and Ci are defined as in Section 1. If 9 is the 
smallest integer such that U9 = U9+ i, then U9 is the generalized h-eigen- 
space of T and Theorem 1.1 shows that the rows of the matrices C,, C,, . . . , C, 
together form a basis for U,. Our object is to give an algorithm which 
modifies this basis to obtain a basis for U, which reflects the Jordan block 
structure. The theory behind this algorithm is classical (see, for example, 
[2, Section 57]), but the form of the basis produced by the shuffle algorithm 
enables us to carry out the computations in an efficient manner. 
DEFINITION. For each nonzero vector u E U9, there exists k such that 
VEU,, but veUk_,. We define i(u) := k and 9(v):= (0, VA,. . . , uAkP1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that S is a subset of U9 such that SA c S U (0) and 
S n U, is linearly independent. Then S is linearly independent. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that some nontrivial linear combination 
Co,,0 of vectors from S is equal to 0. Let 
k:=max{i(v)IuESanda,#O}. 
Then Ca (uAk-‘) = 0, which contradicts the fact that S n U, is linearly 
independ&t. n 
Now consider the two matrices 
‘C9 
c:= C9-1 
\Cl , 
C Aq-’ 
\ 
9 
C _ A9-’ 
andM:=9’ . 
/ 
Note that the rows of M all lie in U,, since for each row v of C the 
corresponding row of M is vA’(“- ‘. The rows of C have been arranged so 
that if a row u of C precedes v then i(u) > i(u). 
The basis which we are looking for is constructed as follows. 
ALGORITHM 2.2. Using elementary row operations only of the type 
which add a multiple of a preceding row to a given row, reduce M to a 
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matrix M* whose nonzero rows are linearly independent. Let 9 and @i, 
respectively, denote those rows of the matrices C and M which correspond 
to the nonzero rows of M*. Set 
9:= u 9(v). 
LEMMA 2.3. 9 is a basis for the generalized h -eigenspace U, . 
Proof. The subspace spanned by the rows of M is U,. Because only 
restricted row operations were used to construct M*, ~3~ forms a basis for U, 
with the property that every row v of M is a linear combination of just those 
vectors in @i which appear no later than v in M. Furthermore, .G8i = 
(VA”“‘-’ 1 v E S) = 2%’ n U, by the construction of M, and .%‘A c 9 U {O); 
thus Lemma 2.1 shows that 5%’ is linearly independent. 
Now let W be the subspace of U, spanned by 9. We shall use induction 
on k to show that U, c W for all k =G q. This is clear for k = 0, so assume 
k&l and that U,_,_ c W. To show that U, E W it is enough (by the 
definition of U,> to prove that each row of Ck lies in W. If v is a row of C,, 
then i(v)= k. Therefore vAk-’ is a row of M, and so 
where the sum is only over those u E 58 for which i(u) > k, by our 
observations on 68i above. This implies that w := ,%x,(~A”“‘-~) E W and 
(v-w)A~-‘=O. Hence v=(v-w)+w~U,_,+W=w as required, and 
the induction step is proved. Thus Uk c W for all k < q. In particular, 
U, = W and the proof of the lemma is complete. w 
ALGORITHM 2.4 (Construction of a matrix P such that PTP-’ is in Jordan 
canonical form). We assume that T is an n x n matrix with known eigen- 
values, and that the entries of T and all the eigenvalues of T lie in the 
field F. 
1. For each eigenvalue A of T apply the shuffle algorithm to A = A(A) := 
T - AI, and from the output construct the set @ = @(A) using Algo- 
rithm 2.2. 
2. For each v E @(A) construct the matrix 
. 
l,,A’(“)-‘1 
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where 
is an i(v>Xi(u> Jordan block. 
3. Form the union C of all @(A) as A runs over the eigenvalues of T, and 
construct the matrix P by concatenating the P(v) (u E 4). Since the 
rows of P(U) [ 0 E @(A)] form a basis for the generalized eigenspace for 
A by Lemma 2.3, the rows of all P(u) (V E 8) form a basis for F’“‘. 
Hence P is an invertible n X n matrix. It follows from step 2 that 
PT = JP, where J is a Jordan matrix whose diagonal blocks are the J(u) 
(u E 4). This completes the construction. 
REMARK. Problems which involve floating point computation of general- 
ized nullspaces are notoriously ill conditioned because very small changes in 
the initial data can significantly change the shape of the nullspace. In 
particular, this is true of any computation of the Jordan form, so it really only 
makes sense to consider the algorithm above if all the computations are 
carried out exactly-for example, as rational calculations or as calculations in 
finite fields. 
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